Warm Refrigerator: START HERE

- **Both compartments warm?**
  - Yes: Is the condenser running?
    - Yes: Is the condenser clean?
      - Yes: **Sealed system failure. Buy a new fridge!**
      - No: Check or replace air damper assy. CLICK
    - No: Is the evaporator fan (freezer) running?
      - Yes: Disassemble freezer to get eyeballs on evaporator coil.
      - No: Evaporator caked in fuzzy ice?
        - Yes: Troubleshoot defrost system failure. CLICK
        - No: Little or no frost on evaporator after running 30 minutes?
          - Yes: Troubleshoot fan power supply. CLICK
          - No: Buy appliance parts at http://parts.fixitnow.com CLICK

- No: Is the evaporator fan (freezer) running?
  - Yes: Is the fan getting proper voltage?
    - Yes: **Replace defective fan motor. CLICK**
    - No: Voltage at compressor start relay?
      - Yes: Check start relay on compressor. CLICK
      - No: **Troubleshoot fan power supply. CLICK**

- **Vacuum & brush the dog/cat hair off! CLICK**